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Abstract: The success and the quality of hemodialysis therapy are mainly related to both clearance and biocompatibility properties of the artificial membrane packed in the hemodialyzer. Performance of a membrane is strongly influenced by its interaction with the plasma protein repertoire during the extracorporeal procedure. Recognition that a number of medium–high molecular weight solutes, including proteins and protein-bound molecules, are potentially toxic has prompted the development of more permeable membranes. Such membrane engineering, however, may cause loss of vital proteins, with membrane removal being nonspecific. In addition, plasma proteins can be adsorbed onto the membrane surface upon blood contact during dialysis. Adsorption can contribute to the removal of toxic compounds and governs the biocompatibility of a membrane, since surface-adsorbed proteins may trigger a variety of biologic blood pathways with pathophysiologic consequences. Over the last years, use of proteomic approaches has allowed polypeptide spectrum involved in the process of hemodialysis, a key issue previously hampered by lack of suitable technology, to be assessed in an unbiased manner and in its full complexity. Proteomics has been successfully applied to identify and quantify proteins in complex mixtures such as dialysis outflow fluid and fluid desorbed from dialysis membrane containing adsorbed proteins. The identified proteins can also be characterized by their involvement in metabolic and signaling pathways, molecular networks, and biologic processes through application of bioinformatics tools. Proteomics may thus provide an actual functional definition as to the effect of a membrane material on plasma proteins during hemodialysis. Here, we review the results of proteomic studies on the performance of hemodialysis membranes, as evaluated in terms of solute removal efficiency and blood–membrane interactions. The evidence collected indicates that the information provided by proteomic investigations yields improved molecular and functional knowledge and may lead to the development of more efficient membranes for the potential benefit of the patient.
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Introduction

End-stage renal disease (ESRD) requiring renal replacement therapy is a worldwide public health problem, with the number of patients growing at a rate of ~6%–7% annually. ESRD is characterized by the accumulation of various solutes which are normally excreted by the kidneys, causing adverse biochemical/biologic effects and named uremic toxins.¹ Hemodialysis (HD) and related extracorporeal techniques such as hemodiafiltration (HDF), hemofiltration (HF), and HF with endogenous reinfusion (HFR) are by far the most commonly used modes of treating ESRD, targeting patient survival and quality of life. Thanks to application of clinical dialysis, for the first time in the age of modern medicine, the death of a vital organ such as the kidney does not
equate to the individual’s death. HD is now safer than it was initially. Despite considerable technical and scientific improvements, however, mortality and morbidity are still high among treated patients.²

The main determinant of results in extracorporeal blood purification therapy is the artificial membrane contained in the hemodialyzer, through its clearance and biocompatibility properties. During the extracorporeal procedure, membranes remove excess water and retain the solutes from the uremic blood. However, it should be borne in mind that removal by the HD membrane is nonspecific. So, while the intended removal of toxic solutes is beneficial to the patient, undesired loss of vital plasma components may also occur, depending on the physicochemical characteristics of the membrane.

Proteins are a prime example of the depuration/depletion dichotomy during extracorporeal blood purification (Figure 1). Recognition that medium–high molecular weight (MW) solutes, including several proteins¹ ³ and protein-bound molecules,⁴ are potentially toxic has led to the development of more permeable membranes, in order to ameliorate the morbidity and mortality of dialysis patients.⁵ ⁶ However, along with high removal of middle or large MW solutes, there may be loss of proteins important for the patient’s health, such as albumin, transferrin, or vitamin D-binding protein – a loss which should be restricted if we need to avoid blood deficiency.

Removal of blood proteins during HD can occur not only by diffusion and/or convection in the dialysis fluid, but also by adsorption onto the membrane material. Upon exposure to artificial membrane surfaces, adsorption of plasma proteins occurs almost immediately, largely depending on the surface characteristics including roughness, hydrophilicity, chemistry, and charge.⁷ Some noxious compounds can be removed by high adsorptive membranes.⁸ Removal by adsorption, however, is again nonselective; moreover, excessive protein adsorption can reduce the filtration capacity and, hence, the therapeutic usefulness of a membrane. Notably, interaction with surface-adsorbed proteins may trigger several biologic pathways including the complement system, the coagulation cascade, and cellular mechanisms.⁹ So, protein adsorption mainly governs the bio(in)compatibility of a membrane. Bioincompatibility of HD membranes is thought to play a role in both acute and chronic complications associated with extracorporeal blood purification,¹⁰ and represents a major challenge to improving the quality of dialysis therapy.¹¹

Notwithstanding the key role played by proteins and protein–protein interactions in all aspects of cell function, until not many years ago, there had been relatively few¹² studies in the dialysis setting aiming to identify the complete, or even partial, polypeptide spectrum involved in the process of renal replacement therapy. This deficiency may have been largely related to the lack of reproducible techniques allowing simultaneous assessment of a high number of polypeptides in a single specimen.

Application of proteomic techniques has enabled us to overcome this limitation. Proteomics is being increasingly used and represents a powerful tool affording fundamental and advanced molecular knowledge in the field of uremia and related substitutive therapy,⁹ ¹³–¹⁶ powered in great part by the improvement in proteomic technology. Proteomics can be successfully applied to identification, as well as relative and absolute quantification, of proteins in complex samples such as dialysis fluid or fluid desorbed from the dialysis membrane. In addition, specific software applications enable one to characterize the metabolic pathways and biologic networks affected by the proteins identified, unraveling their pathophysiologic significance. Protein absence/presence and/or concentration may be used to establish a polypeptide pattern for each membrane, which can be compared to that of other membranes. Monitoring the impact on proteins under different dialysis conditions may enhance the quality of renal substitutive therapy and lead to even better care in ESRD patients.⁹ ¹²

In this article, we review the evidence obtained by proteomic application in the study of hemodialyzer membrane performance, evaluated in terms of solute removal efficiency and blood/membrane interactions (Figure 2). We highlight the most recent and promising findings, showing the current needs and possible future developments in dialysis research.

![Figure 1](https://www.dovepress.com/fig1-140068203193977292712c70e7a31181289322592126.png) **Figure 1** Effects of the hemodialysis procedure on plasma proteins.
Proteomic analysis of the protein repertoire in dialysis outflow fluid

Early reports on the application of proteomics to the field of dialysis investigated the profile of outflow dialysate obtained from HD using low- or high-flux membranes. Membrane flux categories are based on water permeability, with ultrafiltration coefficients below and above 12 mL/h/mmHg for low- and high-flux membranes, respectively.17

Using capillary electrophoresis coupled to mass spectrometry (MS), Kaiser et al detected 2,515 different polypeptides (based on size and elution time) in the high-flux membrane filtrate and 1,639 in the low-flux membrane filtrate.12 Larger proteins and peptides were present only in the dialysate fluid derived from the high-flux membrane.12 Comparable results were found in a proteomic study by the European Uremic Toxin Working Group.18 Interestingly, these studies indicated a low consensus between the polypeptide profile in dialysis outflow fluid and the urinary proteome profile. This finding suggests that HD cannot substitute all aspects of the kidney function, and that the artificial dialyzer membrane is not comparable with the native kidney.12,13 Similar differences between hemodialysate obtained from low- and high-flux membranes were also demonstrated in a subsequent analysis using both surface-enhanced laser desorption ionization and two-dimensional electrophoresis (2-DE).19 The absence of high-MW proteins from the dialysate obtained with low-flux membranes was confirmed by Western blot analysis.

The broader clearance of proteins overexpressed in uremia19 may lay behind the favorable effects of high-flux membranes on patient outcome, as claimed by clinical studies.20 High-flux membranes are now mostly used in HD units for treatment of ESRD patients because of their better performance. These membranes, however, should not be regarded as a single comparable group, since different removal properties may be detectable even in membranes fabricated from the same biomaterial. This has been shown in a randomized cross-over study comparing three new-generation high-flux polysulfone membranes: Helixone, Amembris, and Purema. Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis scanning of spent dialysate showed that the three membranes have high efficiency and similar capacities for removal of small-MW compounds, but differ in their ability to remove middle molecules (MW range 8–60 kDa). Significant differences were found between the dialyzers in the amount of proteins removed, particularly in the 20–22.5, 23–30, and 60–80 kDa ranges, with Amembris being associated with the highest protein removal.21 Note that differences in removal among the three membranes identified by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis scanning cannot be detected by using other approaches such as single protein determinants and blood measurements, thereby confirming the usefulness of proteomics in evaluating dialysis-associated protein removal.

The lower efficacy of low-flux membranes in the removal of middle-class uremic toxins12,18,19 has been confirmed in a recent randomized cross-over study.22 This study also confirmed21 the presence of significant differences among high-flux membranes in the spectrum of protein removal, with a higher number of protein spots being found by 2-DE in the ultrafiltrate from cellulose triacetate (CTA) in comparison to polyamide and Helixone. Treatment with high-flux membranes in aged patients was associated with excellent safety and clinical tolerability.22 Interestingly, the efficiency of high-flux HD, in particular, with CTA, proved to be similar by means of biochemical and proteomic analyses to on-line HDF. Such observation may be of clinical relevance since on-line HDF, though representing an efficient blood purification treatment, cannot be proposed to all ESRD patients, in particular, the elderly subjects who represent a large proportion of the current dialysis population. Indeed, choice of dialytic treatment in aged patients is quite complex,23 and many of them are treated with low-flux membranes. The study by Donadio et al suggests that aged ESRD patients can be treated safely and efficiently with high-flux membranes, a satisfactory compromise between efficiency and practicability.22

An important effort to identify and characterize uremic toxins, and to steer research toward a better knowledge of the balance between intended and unintended removal
of undesired and beneficial proteins, was carried out by Pedrini et al using the multidimensional protein identification technology (MudPIT). Two high-flux membranes (Amembris and Polyamix, a polyamide membrane) were used and compared in a randomized cross-over study carried out in 16 patients being dialyzed with high-volume post-dilution HDF. Both membranes displayed high efficiency in removing solutes of different MW in spent dialysate, with Amembris membrane showing higher capability. MudPIT analysis identified 277 proteins in a wide range of MW in the dialysate fluids. Though the protein removal pattern was similar, the total and protein-specific peptide spectral count of most proteins was higher when using Amembris membrane. The most abundant proteins identified by MudPIT technology in dialysate included not only the compounds of which the metabolic role and effects of accumulation in the uremic plasma are known, such as complement factor D, β2-microglobulin, retinol-binding protein 4, and myoglobin, but also proteins with effects which are less fully described, such as alpha-1 microglobulin/bikunin precursor and pros-taglandin D2 synthase. However, vital compounds such as vitamin D-binding protein were also detected in both datasets from the membranes investigated; such depletion may lead to lack of vitamin D, an unwanted condition in HD patients that may have a negative impact on survival.

Proteomics can also be applied for comparatively evaluating performance in terms of removing uremic molecules by newly developed membranes, as compared to those already in use. This is the case with a new polyethersulfone membrane (Synclear 0.2) used for the convective chamber in the HFR dialyzer. HFR is an integrated dialysis technique that uses a double chamber dialyzer, a high-flux (convective) filter in series with a low-flux (diffusive) filter, coupled with a sorbent cartridge containing a styrenic resin able to retain uremic toxins from the ultrafiltrate, while amino acids, albumin, and water-soluble vitamins are rein infused into the bloodstream. The proteomic profile of the ultrafiltrate obtained during an HFR session in vivo showed that the new membrane had higher purification efficiency for middle–high MW molecules than the conventional ones. The observed phenotype is supported by proteomic analysis (liquid chromatography–MS/MS) coupled with bioinformatics tools, of dialysate samples. Functional classification of proteins overrepresented in samples obtained from HD with MCO-CI revealed the presence of many enzymes (oxidoreductases, transferases, isomerases, and enzyme modulators), signaling molecules, cell adhesion molecules, transfer proteins, immunity proteins, and multiple proteins known to affect tubular epithelial cells’ viability and morphology. Proteomic findings were linked by toxicity functional analysis to renal, cardiovascular, and liver toxicity. In addition, pathway analysis showed the proteins mostly removed by MCO-CI dialyzer to be involved in inflammatory responses, cellular stress and injury, cellular growth and proliferation, cardiovascular signaling, and nuclear receptor signaling. Several of these proteins had been associated with advanced stages of chronic kidney disease, which suggests that their removal by MCO-CI dialyzer might improve patient outcome, a concept which requires further studies.

Proteomic analysis of proteins adsorbed onto dialyzer membrane

Protein adsorptive properties are a key feature of membranes used for dialysis therapy. Protein adsorption influences membrane removal performance and is vital to the biocompatibility of a membrane material. Thus, protein adsorption should be carefully monitored during the development of biomaterials for HD treatment, evaluating the composition, amount, and conformational change of the proteins adsorbed.

Though nonselective, adsorption onto the membrane surface can represent an important mechanism for eliminating some toxic compounds such as β2-microglobulin. Circulating levels of β2-microglobulin in HD patients serve as a surrogate
marker of middle-molecule uremic toxins, and reduction of them is thought to be beneficial for such patients. Clinical studies have indicated the serum β₂-microglobulin level as a predictor of mortality in chronic dialysis patients. Furthermore, removal of β₂-microglobulin may be effective for the treatment of dialysis-associated amyloidosis, a destructive articular disease, and may reduce the exposure of aminophospholipid phosphatidylserine on the erythrocyte surface, an abnormality of pathophysiologic significance in dialysis patients.

Ishikawa et al used surface-enhanced laser desorption ionization-TOF MS to investigate proteins and peptides in serum, outflow dialysate, and fluid desorbed from dialysis membrane, during clinical HD with two different membrane materials, polysulfone and polymethylmethacrylate. Both dialyzers were associated with a marked reduction in post-dialysis serum β₂-microglobulin concentration. However, while β₂-microglobulin was present in a small amount in outflow dialysis fluid and in a large amount in desorbed fluid (indicative of protein adsorption) when using polymethylmethacrylate, the opposite behavior was found with polysulfone. Further specific differences were also found between the two membranes in the profile of proteins filtered and proteins adsorbed. This study clearly shows that the relative participation of mechanisms involved in solute removal during HD (filtration, adsorption) may vary according to membrane characteristics. Thus, for a comprehensive and accurate evaluation of the effective solute removal (what has left the plasma) during the extracorporeal procedure, measurements in both the outflow dialysis fluid and the eluate reflecting membrane adsorption are necessary.

Plasma proteins adsorbed onto a membrane surface govern the ensuing biologic reactions which may occur during the extracorporeal procedure and which define the membrane’s bio(in)compatibility. Thus, the quantitative and qualitative evaluation of a material’s affinity for proteins is an essential factor when assessing the performance of the material and the possible development of new biomaterials with improved biocompatibility. Our research group studies over the last decade have shown the suitability of proteomics for investigating protein adsorption in an unbiased manner and in its full complexity.

In our first proof-of-principle investigation, we examined in an in vitro HD system the protein-binding characteristics of two different hollow-fiber minidialyzers composed of cellulose diacetate or ethylene-vinyl alcohol (EVAL). The total protein amount in the eluate obtained by the two membrane materials was significantly higher for cellulose diacetate, as was also confirmed in a subsequent study. In addition, by 2-DE coupled to nanoLC–MS/MS analysis, several different proteins were identified as common or characteristic of filter material interaction, demonstrating the possibility of identification following isolation of compounds by a proteomic approach. Notably, protein adsorptive properties evidenced by proteomics correlated well with certain membrane surface characteristics affecting protein adsorption. EVAL, for instance, displayed a more regular lattice (by atomic force microscopy) and higher hydrophilicity (by pulsed nuclear magnetic resonance) than cellulose diacetate. These results suggest the potential support that proteomics may provide for the development of biomaterials.

In a subsequent study, dialyzers used for clinical HD composed of either polysulfone-based Helixone or CTA materials were investigated by an ex vivo apparatus in a parallel set of experiments, the profiling strategy being based on 2-DE separation of desorbed proteins coupled to matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-TOF/TOF analysis. Protein concentration in the eluate did not differ between the two different membranes. However, the protein compositions, albeit with some similarities, were altogether qualitatively different. The map of retained proteins onto CTA was made up of 239 protein spots, mainly albumin and apolipoproteins. In contrast, proteome maps from Helixone (179 protein spots) showed an abundance of other proteins, particularly fibrinogen isoforms and low-MW fragments of fibrinogen. To further examine the specific role of those membrane biomaterials on the adsorption profile of plasma proteins, a prospective cross-over study was carried out in vivo in six HD patients. MS analysis and shotgun analysis by nanoLC–MS of proteins eluted from Helixone or CTA membranes at the end of HD substantially confirmed previous findings, demonstrating a predominant adsorption of low abundant plasma proteins onto Helixone material and high abundant plasma proteins onto CTA. Importantly, the difference proved to be related to membrane material properties and not to patient characteristics.

Identification of protein composition in the eluate can give notable insights into the biologic reactions which may take place during dialysis. In proteome maps from Helixone membrane (but not from CTA), the presence of fibrinogen fragments, in addition to intact fibrinogen, both in vitro and in vivo may indicate the occurrence of fibrinolytic and procoagulatory activity upon blood exposed to the material. The possible relevance of these findings in vivo is suggested by the significant increase in plasma fibrinogen levels in ESRD patients routinely treated with Helixone dialyzer, while CTA
was not associated with increases in fibrinogen, as found in a retrospective analysis.\textsuperscript{43} Moreover, in a more recent study, application of shotgun proteomics data-independent analysis in eluates obtained after clinical HD revealed that Helixone membrane, unlike CTA, is associated with the retention of proteins due to the coagulation cascade and platelet activation.\textsuperscript{45} An increase in specific coagulation proteins was validated by targeted MS using selected reaction monitoring on proteotypic transitions of key protein effectors. A slightly higher significant platelet activation profile was also observed after patients had undergone HD treatment with Helixone dialyzer, a phenomenon that does not appear as a generalized process but is restricted to certain pathways such as the collagen pathway.\textsuperscript{43} This evidence, supported by previous findings,\textsuperscript{46} might indicate a mechanism associated with the physicochemical properties of Helixone material, in particular, a negatively charged surface.\textsuperscript{41} The lower effect brought about by CTA material might be related to the predominant adsorption of albumin onto its surface,\textsuperscript{43,44} which is thought to be beneficial owing to this protein’s relative lack of glycosylation, which prevents platelet adhesion.\textsuperscript{47} Our results are in keeping with previous clinical observations showing the potentially higher activation of the coagulation cascade for polysulfone-based material (such as Helixone) as compared to CTA material.\textsuperscript{46,48,49}

The tendency to activate the coagulation cascade via blood–membrane contact is one measure of the biocompatibility of an HD membrane and requires anticoagulation during the HD procedure to avoid clotting of the extracorporeal circuit. Optimal anticoagulation, however, remains a controversial issue for standard practice,\textsuperscript{50} and even sophisticated coagulation tests cannot adequately predict the risk of clotting.\textsuperscript{51} The collected evidence highlights a modulation of the coagulation system during the HD procedure, which is largely influenced by the biomaterial used. Our results\textsuperscript{43–45} suggest that proteomic data may provide a molecular basis for interpretation of the efficacy and safety of the intradialytic anticoagulation regimen. Our results also suggest that membrane material should probably be taken into account, together with patient characteristics (age, use of anticoagulants, and atherosclerotic vascular disease at risk of plaque rupture) in the anticoagulant prescription for each HD patient. Membrane flux configuration also should necessitate consideration for intradialytic anticoagulation, according to a very recent study by Han et al.\textsuperscript{52} The authors investigated by proteomics the protein adsorption profile of two membranes made from the same biomaterial (polyamix membrane), but with a different flux configuration (low flux and high flux, low flux having a smaller pore size). Proteins related to the coagulation cascade proved to be differentially adsorbed onto the surfaces of the two membranes. In particular, the α and β chains of fibrinogen, which activated and formed fibrin, were more adsorbed by the high-flux membrane, which might indicate the need for a higher anticoagulation during high-flux dialysis.\textsuperscript{52}

Application of Ingenuity Pathway Analysis system software to datasets of eluates obtained from Helixone or CTA materials showed the involvement of adsorbed proteins in important molecular processes, such as lipid metabolism, molecular transport, cell growth differentiation and communication, and small molecule biochemistry, entailing differences in the ranking networks between the two membranes.\textsuperscript{45} Most molecules retained by CTA membrane proved to be secreted in the extracellular region, while the corresponding analysis performed on Helixone membrane adsorbed proteins showed both secreted (extracellular) and cellular proteins. In addition, canonical pathway analysis performed to identify the most relevant metabolic and signaling pathways among those present in the dataset\textsuperscript{43} showed involvement of proteins mostly adsorbed by CTA in the pathway related to activation of LXR/RXR, the retinoid X nuclear receptors mediating the biologic effects of retinoids, while the proteins mostly retained by Helixone filters proved to be involved in the canonical pathways of vascular endothelial growth factor signaling and integrin signaling.\textsuperscript{45} These analyses represent a further effort to fathom the pathophysiologic importance of protein involvement in HD process.

In the context of protein adsorption pattern investigations, other authors have examined whether a preferential adsorption onto HD membrane might occur. In a study on the potential molecules involved in blood–dialyzer interaction during HD with a low-flux polysulfone membrane, a comparative analysis of the eluate proteome to matched plasma samples from the respective patients showed 10 protein spots with a relative eluate intensity significantly higher than that in plasma.\textsuperscript{54} These proteins included ficolin-2, complement C3c fragment, clusterin, and apolipoproteins, suggesting preferential adsorption for these proteins, and hence potential engagement in blood–membrane interactions.\textsuperscript{54} These results were substantially confirmed in a later study by the same group in a larger HD cohort (n=16), among other things showing a significant decrease in ficolin-2 levels, which proved to be correlated with dialysis-induced leukopenia and generation of complement component C5a.\textsuperscript{55} Ficolin-2 is a humoral molecule with lectin-like activity and has an important role in innate immunity.\textsuperscript{56} Thus, the lectin pathway
initiated by adsorption of ficolin-2 can be involved in complement activation upon contact of blood with the polysulfone membrane, knowledge of which could help us develop better tolerated biodevices.55

In a more recent study, high-performance liquid chromatography coupled to matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-TOF MS was used to analyze and compare the protein patterns in plasma, dialysate, and membrane in the same patient undergoing three different extracorporeal blood purification modalities (HD, HF, HDF).57 Plasma protein change and dialysate peptide concentration exhibited small differences among the three dialysis modalities. However, the relative hemoglobin removal ratio, quantified through the membrane protein deposits, proved to be different (about 1.7 for HD, 1.2 for HDF, and 1.0 for HF), thereby confirming the usefulness of proteomics in evaluating the effects of dialysis.57

Conclusion
The widespread use of dialysis to prolong life for people without kidney function has been undoubtedly an achievement of enormous significance. Despite significant technological improvements, however, the results of extracorporeal blood purification therapy for ESRD patients are still not fully satisfactory. The polymer that constitutes the hemodialyzer membrane (the central component of the dialytic process) gives the membrane its characteristic physiochemical properties, which directly affect the membrane interactions with blood components. Overall, the evidence collected indicates that proteomics may be eminently suitable to evaluate membrane performance. Proteomic approaches allow one to characterize the protein removal pattern of any biomaterial used for HD membranes, highlighting the intentional clearance of potential toxic compounds as well as undesired loss of vital proteins. Optimal performing membranes should eliminate accumulated proteins with putative toxic potential, while leaving essential macromolecules undepleted. Again, proteomic application may provide a better understanding of the molecular and submolecular substrates involved in blood–membrane interactions causing plasma adsorption and the subsequent reaction cascade during the extracorporeal procedure.9,55 Thus, proteomic application may provide information relevant to the field of renal substitutive therapy. Improved knowledge about the impact of biomaterial characteristics upon interaction with plasma proteins may lead to the development of more efficient and biocompatible polymers for the potential benefit of the ESRD patient.
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